
ALIX BRISKHAM
AWARD WINNING 2D, UI/UX, VR ARTIST

E-mail: alixbriskham@gmail.com
Website: www.alixbriskham.com

National Technology Award 2021: Innovation of the Year
Royal Television Society Award 2018: Best Digital Creativity Award

Sparkies Award 2018: Innovative VR Award
Sparkies Award 2014: The Good Award

BAFTA nominated for: The British Academy Children's Awards

Skills

● Adobe Photoshop
● Adobe Illustrator
● UI Design and Implementation
● UX wireframing and Personas
● 2D/ Concept Art
● Unity Engine
● Web Design
● Branding
● Traditional Drawing
● Tilt Brush
● Fast Learning
● Communication and Time management
● Adaptability
● Accessibility

http://www.alixbriskham.com


Experience

Ultraleap July 2019 - Present:  2D/ UI Artist
https://www.ultraleap.com/
No controllers. No wearables. No touchscreens.
Ultraleap is a Bristol based company pushing the limits of technology, with world
leading hand-tracking and haptic technology that blends not only using hands instead
of controllers in demos, but feeling haptic feedback as well. As the only 2D and UI
artist in the company of over 170 people I am responsible for keeping the quality of
what we put out into the world up to excellent standards as well as designing and
exporting any UI assets required. I am in one of the very few support roles, able to
move horizontally through all of Ultraleap’s teams, keeping me on my toes day to day
and adapting quickly.
The many teams I work with closely including: a UX and Research team, where I
absorb their techniques on market research, user testing and personas. All the while
taking into account user accessibility from sight to sound and touch.
A creative XR demos team, focussed on making engaging demos with Virtual reality
and hand tracking.
An automotive team, learning about what is on the horizon for EV cars in the future
and where hand tracking and haptics will play a part, as well as impressing automotive
customers with sleek artwork.
A marketing team, designing and building an entire branch of the website myself as
well as overseeing the rebuilding of Ultraleap’s corporate site and taking their branding
from traditional print into digital.
An engineering team full of geniuses, from people in robotics to nuclear physics that
are building the foundations of the software and hardware, this involves me translating
their very technically heavy mindset into thinking first about the user, personas and
ultimately, what will it look like. Preferably before they start coding.
Touchfree is a product that I created the UI for recently won the Innovation of the Year
award.

https://www.ultraleap.com/


Interactive Scientific June 2017 - July 2019: 2D, UI/UX and VR Artist

http://nanosimbox.com/interactive-scientific/
Interactive Scientific is a Science Technology company specialising in STEMscript
research and molecular simulations. As the only Artist at the company I turned my
hand to a wide variety of art disciplines including: 2D art, such as illustration work,
user focussed UX design and user cases, UI production and implementation via UGUI
for PC, apps and VR. I also redesigned their branding from scratch, incorporating a
creative and unique colour spectrum for consumers and the in house team to better
understand the different branches of iSci’s products.
My designs always have accessibility in mind making sure even those with colour
blindness or hearing difficulties can enjoy Interactive Scientific’s products.

Freelancer 2017 - 2018: Traveller’s Tales / LEGO Marvel Superheroes 2 / LEGO
Worlds - UI Artist
http://www.ttgames.com/
Worked with AAA client Travellers Tales as their first 2D freelance artist on LEGO
Marvel Superheroes 2 and LEGO Worlds as a contractor creating a very large amount
of new UI elements, map iconography and challenge/ achievement icons in a very short
amount of time where timekeeping was paramount as well as adjusting designs based
on feedback from LEGO.

BDH / Wonderful you / Magritte VR - Texture Artist / UI Consultant
https://www.bdh.net
BDH, a Bristol based film effects company, branching into innovative VR experiences,
where I consulted on UI for VR and textured 3D models ranging between organic
forms in “Wonderful You” (a look into the development of foetus’ in the womb) to
mimicking the painted style of the artist Magritte in Magritte VR, an experience
bringing Magritte’s paintings to life. This project won the Best Digital Creativity Award.

http://nanosimbox.com/interactive-scientific/
http://www.ttgames.com/
https://www.bdh.net


Tilt Brush Artist Redline Studios / Art Attack - Tilt Brush Artist / Clerkenwell
DESSO design week - VR Artist
https://vimeo.com/redlinestudios
I was flown to New York to demonstrate Tilt Brush VR to the host of new US TV show
“Art Attack”, which demonstrates many different varieties of art. I have also performed
demonstrations of VR and Tilt brush at conventions and was featured in the DESSO
design week in London.

Opposable Group / Opposable VR August 2013 - Dec 2016: 2D Artist / UI and VR
Artist
http://opposablevr.com/
Opposable Group created games and experiences using it’s own IP, as well as
client-based work. It also offers VR consulting and development, working with
companies such as Cartoon Network, ITV, Channel 4, Just Eat, Akamai Security, AT&T,
IBM, and University of Bristol. While at Opposable my role grew from 2D Artist to
encompass other roles such as UI / UX and 3D Texturing. When the company moved
into the VR space I brought my skills into Virtual Reality environments, leading work
on designing, implementing, and scripting animated UI.

Education and Qualifications
Nailsea Media Arts School: 2002 - 2010 A Levels: Art (A*), Photography (A*), Design
Technology (A), Media Studies (A) UK driving licence

References
Lukas Roper, Lead developer at Virti. lukasroper@outlook.com
Steve Marsh, Art editor of BBC Sky at Night Magazine: Steve.Marsh@immediate.co.uk

https://vimeo.com/redlinestudios
http://opposablevr.com/

